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p a r t i c l e s

Revisiting the Wish: Turok at TED
In 2008, Perimeter Director 
Neil Turok received the 
TED Prize and made a 
wish: that the next Einstein 
would be African. Turok 
founded the African Institute 
for Mathematical Sciences 
(AIMS) to help make 
this happen, providing 
free graduate training in 
mathematics to Africa’s best 
young university students. At 

TED, he asked for the world’s help to make AIMS grow. At the 
2014 TED All Stars event in Vancouver, Turok took to the stage 
again to report on AIMS’growth. It’s been impressive. There are 
now four AIMS centres – the original centre in South Africa, plus 
new ones in Cameroon, Ghana, and Senegal – with more than 
550 graduates between them.

Turok was joined on stage by two such graduates: Kidist Zeleke 
and Martial Ndeffo. Zeleke, originally from a tiny Ethiopian 
village, now holds a postdoctoral position at the Center for 
Research in Scientific Computing at North Carolina State 
university. Ndeffo, from Cameroon, is now a staff scientist at 
Yale university, using his training to model disease and help 
develop cost-effective interventions to reduce their toll.

Mike Lazaridis Made Royal Society Fellow
For his visionary contributions to accelerating leading-edge 
research in fundamental physics, Perimeter’s founder, Mike 
Lazaridis, has been elected to the Royal Society of the uK.

Known as the inventor of the smartphone, Lazaridis is 
recognized internationally as a visionary, innovator, and 
engineer of extraordinary talent. Lazaridis also made the primary 
philanthropic donations that established both Perimeter and the 
Institute for Quantum Computing (IQC) at the university of 
Waterloo. According to the Royal Society’s citation, “Together, 
these institutes have transformed physics in Canada. Perimeter 
Institute has already become an international beacon for 
theoretical physics and the Institute for Quantum Computing is 
widely regarded as the leading centre of quantum information 
science worldwide.”

High-Energy Drama
A number of Perimeter researchers 
made their big screen debut this year, 
appearing in Particle Fever, an award-
winning documentary depicting the 
discovery of the Higgs boson through 
the lives of six scientists. Distinguished 
Visiting Research Chairs Nima Arkani-
Hamed and Savas Dimopoulos are 
featured, and Faculty members Asimina 
Arvanitaki, Philip Schuster, Natalia Toro, 
and Itay Yavin make “also starring” appearances. They have 
promised not to let the fame go to their heads.

A Star on the Rise
Faculty member Dmitry Abanin 
recently earned a 2014 Sloan 
Research Fellowship. For more than 
a half-century, the Sloan Research 
Fellowships have been awarded 
annually to the “rising stars” of 
science in Canada and the united 
States, helping establish them as 
the next generation of scientific leaders. The Sloan Foundation 
recognized 32-year-old Abanin for his work in understanding 
new materials with unique quantum properties and in discerning 
how those materials might be used in sophisticated future 
technologies, such as quantum computers.

While Our Caps Are Off …
We’d like to salute Faculty member Freddy Cachazo, who has 
won a New Horizons in Physics Prize. The $100,000 award 
is given by the Fundamental Physics Prize Foundation (FPP) 
to exceptionally promising young researchers. FPP awards 
recognize scientists who are “dedicated to advancing our 
knowledge of the universe at the deepest level.” Although new, 
FPP awards are already considered highly prestigious – almost 
a theorist-centric Nobel. Cachazo is Perimeter’s second New 
Horizons winner in as many years, following Davide Gaiotto 
in 2013. You can read more about Cachazo’s work in “The 
New Face of Feynman Diagrams,” featured in the Spring 2013 
edition of Inside the Perimeter.

Welcome Aboard 
Perimeter welcomes Joanne Cuthbertson, 
LL.D., to its Board of Directors. Cuthbertson 
brings a wealth of experience in higher 
education to Perimeter’s governing 
leadership. She was the first elected Chair 
of EducationMatters (Calgary’s unique 
public education trust), founder of SPEAK 
(Support Public Education – Act for Kids), and a recipient of the 
Calgary Award (Education). She is Chancellor Emeritus of the 
university of Calgary, Co-chair of the Scholars’ Academy (which 
she established upon retirement), and the Dean’s Circle Chair 
in the Faculty of Environmental Design. Cuthbertson serves as 
a Fellow of Glenbow Museum and as Director of the Alberta 
Bone & Joint Health Institute, and she is a Queen Elizabeth II 
Diamond Jubilee Medal recipient.

New Faces on the Leadership Council
Menelaos “Michael” Serbinis, Harry Zarek, and Patrice Merrin 
are the newest faces on Perimeter’s Leadership Council. The 
Council is a group of prominent individuals who volunteer their 
time, offer their guidance, and act as ambassadors for Perimeter 
to the business and philanthropic communities. Serbinis’ vision 
for an open, global reading service inspired him to found Kobo 
Inc., where he serves as Vice Chairman. Zarek is President, 
CEO, and Founder of Compugen, which he built from a garage 
start-up to a $400 million company. He has a PhD in physics. 
Merrin is an international business executive and corporate 
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director with over a decade of experience in the mining and 
energy sectors. She is Co-Chair of the Emmy Noether Council 
at Perimeter Institute (see pages 30-31).

Jolly Good! Perimeter’s Educational 
Resources Cross the Pond
Perimeter’s interactive classroom kits – which bring hands-on 
engagement with topics like dark matter, quantum reality, and 
the theory of relativity to high school classrooms – have already 
reached over two million students in Canada. Last year, they 
made an international debut through the Ministry of Education in 
Singapore. Now, a new partnership with the Institute of Physics, 
a not-for-profit scientific society, is bringing them to the united 
Kingdom. Members of the IOP’s Physics Teacher Network can 
download the kits, each of which includes a full-length high-
definition video, teacher support materials, supplementary 
reading, customizable student activity worksheets, lab activities, 
and demonstrations.

Alex Landry Wins Luke Santi Award
In February, Alex Landry, a first-
year physics student at Mount 
Allison university, received 
Perimeter’s 2013 Luke Santi 
Memorial Award. The award 
is presented annually to a 
Canadian postsecondary student 
whose academic excellence 
and passion for science is 
matched by a commitment to 
extra-curricular activities and 
community involvement. A 

native of Moncton, New Brunswick, Landry’s physics fascination 
is complemented by a deep interest in neuroscience. He has also 
run five half-marathons and completed two medical research 
projects at The Moncton Hospital.

Not So Fast, Higgs
PI Resident Research Affiliate John Moffat 
recently published his third popular 
science book, Cracking the Particle 
Code of the Universe: The Hunt for 
the Higgs Boson. Amid the rush to 
celebrate the Large Hadron Collider’s 
confirmation of the Higgs’ existence, 
Moffat plays the role of skeptic, arguing 
that important data analyses pertaining 
to the newly discovered particle have 

yet to be performed. The book is an insider’s look at the 
world of theoretical and experimental particle physics that 
doesn’t shy away from controversial topics, such as the 
pressure on the $9 billion LHC to produce positive results.  
 
 

understanding the Weirdness  
of Quantum Mechanics
In February 2014, Distinguished Visiting 
Research Chair Leonard Susskind published 
his fourth popular science book, Quantum 
Mechanics: The Theoretical Minimum, which 
also represents his second effort tied to his 
popular Stanford university-based continuing 
education course. With co-author and data engineer Art 
Friedman, Susskind dives into the strange world of quantum 
mechanics, replete with the theory’s associated mathematics. 
This isn’t exactly leisure reading, but Susskind and Friedman 
have given amateur scientists another tool to tackle one of 
physics’ most famously difficult fields, covering principles such 
as entanglement and time dependence.

Pourhasan Wins Brodie Prize
Graduate student Razieh Pourhasan 
has won the 2014 John Brodie 
Memorial Award, given annually to a 
PI graduate student who demonstrates 
creativity, breadth, and independence 
in research. Pourhasan certainly has 
breadth down: she’s worked on higher 
curvature gravity theories, abelian 
dark matter, cosmic fluids, and holographic condensed matter, 
among other things. “She’s gotten into many areas of physics 
and is willing to dig into interesting problems,” says Rob Myers, 
one of Pourhasan’s supervisors. “One of the things that impresses 
me is that if you look at her list of publications, you’ll find that 
she has collaborators not just across Perimeter, but at uBC, the 
Bohr Institute, Princeton, Stanford… it’s a list that reflects a certain 
fearlessness. She’s willing to go talk to senior people and discuss 
interesting physics. Her curiosity and toughness will carry her far.” 
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Physics, eh? Hockey stick pointer in hand, Perimeter Director 
Neil Turok spoke about the value of fundamental research at the 

Industry Canada Distinguished Speakers Series in Ottawa this spring.
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Perimeter’s newest faculty member, Asimina Arvanitaki, 
joined the Institute in March 2014. Born in Greece, she 
did her undergraduate work at the university of Athens and 

her graduate work at Stanford university. Most recently, she was 
a research associate at the Stanford Institute for Theoretical 
Physics. She sat down with Inside the Perimeter to chat about her 
life and work.

Inside the Perimeter: Perhaps to start at the very beginning: can 
you remember how you became interested in physics?

Asimina: I’ve wanted to do physics most of my life. There was 
never really a period when I wanted to be a doctor or a car 
mechanic. I’m not sure why. I was never really into astrophysics – 
I was never one of the stargazers. The stars were pretty, but they 
never really interested me much.

On the other hand, I remember learning that the speed of light 
was finite, and calculating for myself how much time it took for 
the light from the sun to reach the Earth. I remember realizing 
that we always see the past of the biggest, brightest thing out 
there. I was fascinated by that. We always see the past – we are 
always seeing the sun eight minutes in the past. It blows apart 
your sense of simultaneity, of what it means to have a “now.” 
 

Inside: How old were you?

Asimina: I was still in elementary school.... It was sort of a 
strange thing to think about.

I am from a very small village in Greece, less than 150 people, 
and physics was a very strange thing to be interested in. People 
looked at me a bit like I was an extraterrestrial. People warned 
me I wouldn’t get married if I studied science. Even my teachers 
thought I was crazy. They tried to steer me toward teaching 
high school – but teaching is tough, you know? My parents are 
teachers, so I know this. I always wanted to be a researcher 
instead. I find it very creative. This is how I knew I had to leave 
Greece to do what I love most.

Inside: Your work has been described as “particle physics without 
the colliders.” That’s an intriguing description. Is it fair?

Asimina: It’s fair enough. I was raised to do particle theory 
and, in particular, particle theories beyond the Standard 
Model: supersymmetry, extra dimensions, dark matter, et 
cetera. Traditionally, these ideas have been tested in colliders, 
like the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), at the TeV scale. 
 
Inside: Is it accurate to say that the TeV energy scale is sort of like 
the zoom to which the LHC microscope is set?

Particle Physics 
Without Colliders

A Chat with Asimina Arvanitaki
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Asimina: That’s not a bad analogy. And the trouble is, it’s just 
one zoom, or one narrow range of zooms. We used to have a 
belief that the TeV scale would reveal everything, but that’s not 
necessarily the case. Perhaps there are interesting things that are 
too big or too small or too rare to see with this instrument. Dark 
matter, for instance, may well be outside this scale. I think it’s 
important to move beyond colliders.

Inside: If we were talking about, say, microbiology, then people 
would intuitively know that we need more than just one kind of 
microscope to see everything out there.

Asimina: Exactly – so I am looking for different instruments. I 
consider particle physics theories and focus on new ways to test 
them. So I’ve been looking at new technologies, such as those 
developed for quantum information processing.

I find working this way refreshing and exciting. I don’t only learn 
particle theory. I also learn how a SQuID [superconducting 
quantum interference device] works, or how nuclear magnetic 
resonance imaging works, or how an atom interferometer works, 
or how a magnetic shield works. It’s very interesting, though 
a little scary, always to be outside one’s expertise and comfort 
zone.

Inside: Can you be specific about one of these new ways to test 
particle physics? 

Asimina: Right now, I’m working on a new idea for how to 
detect axions. Axions are [hypothetical] particles that solve 
certain puzzles about the Standard Model, and are a possible 
component of dark matter. They are very light and they interact 
only very weakly with ordinary matter. Because of those two 
things, you can’t really search for axions at colliders.

So how do you look for them? There are groups that are trying, 
such as ADMX [the Axion Dark Matter eXperiment] in Washington. 
But I am pursuing a new idea. I’m imagining an experiment that 
looks for axions through the forces that they might mediate. If 
matter couples to them, then we would exchange these particles 
the same way we exchange photons or the same way we 
exchange gravitons. So we can look for this particle by looking 

for anomalous interactions between test masses. We detect this 
interaction using nuclear magnetic resonance imaging – MRI.

Inside: So we might test for new particles with the same technique 
we use to test for concussions?

Asimina: In a general sense. Of course, the setup is very different. 
But you are right – it is quite wonderful, this intersection.

Inside: Despite all this work imagining and designing experiments, 
you wouldn’t call yourself an experimentalist?

Asimina: I’m not an experimentalist, but the bottom line is that 
physics is an experimental science. Our ideas are only as good 
as the tests we have for them.

But I also do much work that is more easily recognized as 
theoretical – on something called split-SuSY, on tests of the 
multiverse, on problems of naturalness, and the like. My research 
is broad and interdisciplinary, and in some ways it’s outside 
traditional views on beyond the Standard Model physics. I do 
sometimes feel like the odd one out. But at Perimeter, diversity 
and new ideas in theory are what it’s all about.

Inside: Since you bring it up – why Perimeter?

Asimina: Perimeter was not really on the map when I began 
my work – it was simply too new. But in the past few years, 
there have been some amazing hires. Perimeter has gained a 
reputation as a good home for young people who are forward 
thinking, for out-of-the-box thinkers.

And I like the environment I work in to be warm – not physically 
warm, obviously, since I am moving from California to Canada. 
But when you walk into Perimeter, you get these feelings of 
energy. People have ideas. They are eager to work. They are nice 
to each other, and they share ideas. This energy is intoxicating. 
I can’t wait to start.

− Erin Bow
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Fellowship Fuels 
Big Ideas

For his first winter in Canada, Dine Ousmane Samary got a 
doozy. 

Watching fierce blizzards whirl just outside Perimeter 
Institute’s glass atrium served as a constant reminder for the 
Benin native that he is a long way from West Africa. 

But, when sprinkled with chalk dust and scrawling equations on 
a blackboard in that same atrium, he also feels right at home.

As the inaugural recipient of the Fields-Perimeter Africa 
Postdoctoral Fellowship, Samary is making the most of a year-
long opportunity to conduct the kind of research (in the kinds of 
research environments) he could scarcely have imagined during 
his formative years.

As a boy growing up in West Africa, Samary had a thirst for 
knowledge and understanding that was difficult to quench. 
Even in Benin’s coastal capital city of Cotonou, where Samary 
lived and attended school, he faced an uphill struggle to satisfy 
his intellectual curiosity. Science education is not universally 
considered a priority in a country whose literacy rates are among 
the world’s lowest.

“In my country, science is not well developed,” recalls Samary, 
now 32 and tackling deep questions of quantum gravity, the field 
that seeks to unite quantum mechanics and general relativity. 
“The politicians say it is not important, so it is hard to explore 
science in my country. But I had good teachers who motivated 
me to pursue science.”

That motivation led Samary to a master’s degree and subsequent 
PhD from the Institute of Mathematics and Physics at Benin’s 

university of Abomey-Calavi. It was during a postdoctoral 
term there that Samary heard about the Fields-Perimeter Africa 
Postdoctoral Fellowship. He was overjoyed when he received 
word that he would become the program’s first fellow.

“I was very happy to be chosen,” says Samary, who moved to 
Waterloo with his wife and one-year-old son. “I love physics 
because of my curiosity to understand everything. Now I can do 
great science with excellent people.”

The fellowship gives African nationals who have recently earned 
PhDs in mathematics or theoretical physics the opportunity to 
conduct research and collaborate with scientists at both Perimeter 
Institute and the Fields Institute at the university of Toronto.

Samary’s research during the fellowship is investigating questions 
of tensorial group field theory, an approach to a background-
independent theory of quantum gravity. He is in good company, 
as Perimeter is home to world-leading research efforts into 
quantum gravity, affording him opportunities to collaborate with 
faculty, fellow postdoctoral researchers, and students.

For Samary, the fellowship is an invaluable step in his scientific 
career, albeit one that requires adjustment to a very different 
climate than Benin’s perpetual arid heat.

“It’s very different than Benin,” he says, recalling the particularly 
harsh Canadian winter of his first year in the country. Then, 
returning to the equations on the blackboard, he adds, “But it’s 
nice in here.”

− Colin Hunter
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Krembil Foundation Invests  
in Pioneering Science

Robert Krembil has always been keenly interested in pure 
science – he was a mathematics major in university – but 
it was after meeting with Perimeter Institute leaders that he 

turned his lifelong enthusiasm into philanthropic support.

At an event in Toronto, Krembil was fascinated by a talk 
delivered by Perimeter Director Neil Turok about the wonders 
of quantum science, and motivated by Perimeter Founder Mike 
Lazaridis about the tremendous potential that science has to 
revolutionize technology and the economy. A few months later, 
during a visit to Perimeter, Krembil met with Stephen Hawking 
– an inspiring encounter that helped solidify Krembil’s desire to 
support fundamental, curiosity-driven research.

until then, the founder and namesake of the Krembil Foundation 
– along with son Mark, president of the foundation – had 
largely focused their philanthropic efforts on supporting medical 
research, education, and social services.

Investing in theoretical physics at Perimeter, they realized, would 
be another way they could help enrich the intellectual capital of 
Canada and foster breakthroughs that might change the world.  

“Perimeter’s vision, leadership, and forefront research is 
exemplary,” says Robert. “Who wouldn’t want to get involved 
with an endeavour like that?”

The foundation was inspired to invest $4 million – matched by $4 
million from Perimeter Institute – in supporting the kind of deep 
research that Hawking said makes Perimeter a “magical place.”

The Krembil Foundation’s visionary support will fuel the research 
of two extraordinary young scientists: Davide Gaiotto and Kevin 
Costello, both of whom explore the important mathematical 
expressions and interpretations of theoretical physics. 

Gaiotto has been appointed the Krembil Galileo Galilei Chair 
in Theoretical Physics; Costello holds the Krembil William Rowan 
Hamilton Chair in Theoretical Physics. 

These Krembil Foundation chairholders are internationally 
recognized pioneers in mathematical physics – an area of 
recently intensified focus at Perimeter, which is expected to be a 
driving force in the future of theoretical physics.

The motivation behind funding the chairs was to “enable some 
of the brightest young theoretical physicists in the world to 
maximize their research,” says Mark Krembil.

Gaiotto, who was recruited to Perimeter from Princeton’s Institute 
for Advanced Study, has made tremendous contributions to the 

understanding of quantum fields – discoveries that Turok says are 
“opening the way to more powerful mathematical descriptions 
of particles and forces in the universe.”

Costello is one of the world’s top young mathematicians – a 
“great mathematician who goes much more deeply into physics 
than other outstanding mathematicians in similar areas,” 
according to Edward Witten, a Fields Medal recipient based at 
the Institute for Advanced Study.

Perimeter’s director says the recruitment of Costello and Gaiotto 
is a “real coup” that puts the Institute at the leading edge of 
a fast-changing field. “We can look forward to a very exciting 
decade in mathematical physics at Perimeter,” says Turok.

The two new chairholders say the support of the Krembil 
Foundation will give them the resources and intellectual freedom 
they need to tackle some of the biggest open questions in physics. 

“It’s very generous of the Krembil Foundation to fund these 
chairs,” says Costello. “Theoretical research like the kind 
undertaken at Perimeter offers great value for money; pen-and-
paper theorists are relatively inexpensive to fund, but theoretical 
breakthroughs can have a huge influence on physics and the 
world in general.”

Adds Gaiotto: “This chair complements and strengthens the 
resources provided by Perimeter to build a strong group of 
researchers in theoretical quantum field theory and physical 
mathematics.”

Although theoretical physics may seem somewhat outside of 
the Krembil Foundation’s typical philanthropic purview, Mark 
Krembil says the establishment of the new chairs at Perimeter 
exemplifies the foundation’s philosophy.

“We see this as an intellectual and educational investment that 
will benefit all Canadians, and benefit science as a whole,” he 
says.   

“Perimeter is assembling innovative people in a unique 
environment to increase the likelihood of important 
breakthroughs. Canada is the right place, at the right time, for 
this remarkable scientific endeavour to happen.” 

− Colin Hunter

For more info, see “Waterloo 
Think Tank Gets Even Smarter” 

in The Globe and Mail.
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Blackboards are ubiquitous at Perimeter Institute, so it’s 
always possible to tackle a problem starting with a blank 
slate.

A blank slate is exactly what Neil Turok had when, newly 
appointed as Perimeter’s Director in 2008, he decided that his 
first priority was to bring in students, since he believed deeply 
that young talent is the lifeblood of physics. He wanted to build 
a new kind of physicist.

He envisioned a 
master’s program: 
just the right 
time to bring in 
talented young 
people who knew 
they wanted to pursue physics, yet early enough that they had 
not yet committed to a specific subfield. But it would be a new 
kind of program, built from the ground up. Collaborative, not 

competitive. Modern, not historical. Immersive, 
intense, energetic, fully integrated into 
Perimeter’s research environment. It should 
give the full sweep and grandeur of the field, 
providing rigour and depth, instilling the skills 
and confidence to tackle “breakthrough-level” 
problems.  

A compelling idea, to be sure. But who could 
bring it into being? Turok found that person in 
John Berlinsky, who has dedicated the past five 
years to building one of the world’s most unique 
and sought-after physics graduate programs, 
Perimeter Scholars International (PSI). 

PSI students sharing tea 
and wisdom with Sir Roger 
Penrose in 2011.
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“It seemed like an incredible opportunity because it was so 
innovative, something completely new in terms of graduate 
education,” Berlinsky recalls of the initial meetings about PSI. “It 
made use of pretty much every skill that I had ever developed in 
my career.”

Berlinsky was already more than 30 years into a successful 
academic career when he arrived at Perimeter. In his time at both 
the university of British Columbia and McMaster university, he 
had accrued plenty of experience dealing with students, faculty, 
and other universities while serving a number of administrative 
roles – including a decade at the helm of McMaster’s Brockhouse 
Institute of Materials Research and five years as chair of the 
university’s Department of Physics and Astronomy.

Even so, the role brought new challenges – from recruiting 
lecturers, to wrangling student visas from over a dozen countries, 
to arranging housing, and even consulting on the PSI website’s 
design. “Of course, web design was something that I had zero 
experience with,” he recalls with a laugh.

But it worked. Somehow, fewer than eight months after Berlinsky 
arrived at Perimeter, the first class of PSI – 28 students from 17 
countries spanning all six inhabited continents – had not only 
been recruited, but had arrived and begun classes in Perimeter’s 
original building, a post office-turned restaurant-turned research 
institute. Arriving with them were four full-time tutors and the first 
of 33 lecturers from around the globe. Just like that, PSI existed.

What makes PSI unique is an immersive experience with an 
emphasis on teamwork and critical thinking – lectures in the 
morning, problem sets solved in groups in the afternoon – with 
three-week courses taught by a “dream team” of Perimeter 
residents and top theoretical physicists from around the world. 

It’s an intensive program – a boot camp in theoretical physics 
– and never more intense than it was in that first year. “By the 
time the students left, they were just totally exhausted,” recalls 
Berlinsky. “I often wonder in amazement how the first class 
actually survived.”

under the guidance of Turok and Berlinksy, PSI continued to 
evolve. The course load was reduced to saner proportions. 
Recognizing the large variation in students’ pre-program 
preparation, introductory lectures to give students the relevant 
mathematical background were instituted. And after two years 
with the three PSI Tutors working essentially non-stop, Berlinsky 
decided to support the students with six PSI Fellows, who would 
spend 60 percent of their time tutoring and 40 percent pursuing 
their own research.

The latter adjustment allowed PSI to retain and attract the 
talented mentors that provide students with continuity throughout 
the program. One of them, Tibra Ali, joined Perimeter after two 
years as a lecturer at Baylor university in Waco, Texas. He has 
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Nima Arkani-Hamed 
teaching at PSI, 2009.
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seen PSI raised from its infancy, working as a PSI Tutor for the 
program’s first two years and a PSI Fellow since.

Ali has worked with Berlinsky closely and commends him for 
creating a culture supportive of young female scientists, a 
historically under-represented group in theoretical physics. He 
also credits Berlinsky’s willingness to take risks on applicants with 
unconventional backgrounds – including many from historically 
disadvantaged countries, a few humanities graduates, and one 
self-taught child prodigy – for PSI’s singular culture.

About to graduate its fifth class, PSI has now trained over 150 
exceptional students from every corner of the globe.

When that fifth class graduates, Berlinsky will be graduating too 
– moving on to become Deputy Director of the Kavli Institute for 
Theoretical Physics at the university of California, Santa Barbara. 

It’s a bittersweet moment. Five years on, PSI has become an 
integral part of Perimeter. In concert with the Institute’s growing 
faculty, the pool of talented students has fuelled the rapid growth 
of Perimeter’s PhD program. Some have gone on to top PhD 
programs elsewhere, while others have started companies 
or new ventures, like Henry Reich’s web science sensation 

MinutePhysics. And PSI’s excellent reputation in the international 
physics community has led to an increasingly competitive 
admissions process each year.  

With so much early success, it’s easy to forget how ambitious 
PSI’s creation was. “Neil envisioned PSI as being this very 
idealistic master’s program,” says Ali. “How do you make a 
program, taking into account all the practical considerations, 
yet not kill the spirit of the thing? John has done an admirable 
job in pulling that off.”

PSI may have started with a blank slate, but there’s a lot more 
blackboard yet to fill.

“It’s unfinished, but that’s not a problem,” says Ali. “That’s 
what’s exciting about PSI – that it evolves all the time.”

– Mike Brown

Leo Kadanoff and PSI student Jonathan Toledo, 2009.  

“PSI gave me the opportunity to learn from a global 
community of physicists, as well as the freedom to let 
my interests guide and inspire me, all within Perimeter’s 
incredibly focused research atmosphere.”

− Lauren Greenspan, PSI Class of ‘11
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PSI Class of 2010.
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One PSIon: On Her Way 
Lauren Hayward (class of 2012) is one of PSI’s 
more recent graduates – and she hasn’t gone far 
geographically. Hayward, who came to Waterloo 
from Winnipeg, decided to stay on as a PhD 
candidate studying both at Perimeter and the 
university of Waterloo, under the supervision of 
Perimeter Associate Faculty member Roger Melko.

“It is a pleasure to have Lauren work in my research 
group,” says Melko. “I believe she represents the 
bright future of physics, particularly in the sense that 
she combines analytical theoretical skills with high-
performance computer simulation savvy.”

That combination – theoretical chops and 
simulation savvy – made Hayward a key part of the 
superconductivy breakthrough featured on page 
26.  That, in turn, landed the young scientist a spot 
on Maclean’s shortlist of Canada’s future leaders.   
So while Hayward hasn’t gone far geographically – 
yet – she’s clearly on her way.

Lauren Hayward

Scan to hear what motivates 
exceptional young scientists, 
in a recent panel discussion 
chaired by journalist Kate 
Lunau of Maclean’s magazine, 
held as part of Perimeter’s 
Public Lecture Series.
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Robert Myers, Xiao-Gang Wen, Itay Yavin, and Philip Schuster at PI Day. 

c o n f e r e n c e s

Neil Turok has drawn a line in the sand – or, more literally, 
in the chalk dust.

On a blackboard smudged with half-erased equations, 
Perimeter Institute’s director has scrawled four words and 
underlined them for emphasis: The challenge of simplicity.

He turns to face the dozens of fellow Perimeter researchers sitting 
in the Institute’s theatre, then issues the challenge verbally.

“The last couple of years have been incredibly exciting for 
theoretical physics,” begins Turok, the Mike and Ophelia 
Lazaridis Niels Bohr Chair in Theoretical Physics at Perimeter 
Institute. “We have results from the Large Hadron Collider and 
Planck satellite, which both point to the same thing – namely that 
the universe is simpler than we thought it would turn out to be.”

He continues: “I think we need to construct predictive theories 
that explain this simplicity. That is my challenge. Any questions?”

The audience murmurs. Some researchers nod in agreement, 
others shake their heads. Turok has clearly struck a chord, and 
some of the assembled scientists find it dissonant.

Turok smiles. He has stirred the pot, which was, in no small part, 
his intent.

It is the first of several “challenges” of an event called PI Day – an 
eight-hour conference, of sorts, in which Perimeter researchers 
present (and defend) their latest research to each other.

Although all are theoretical physicists, each is typically immersed 
in a sub-discipline – cosmology or particle physics or quantum 
information or a half-dozen others – with its own deep pool of 
questions to tackle. PI Day offers an opportunity for researchers 
to take a step back and scan the horizon, to sort out how different 
pieces fit together, and to nudge one another out of comfort 
zones in search of new ideas or common ground.

Lee Smolin, a founding member of Perimeter’s faculty, pipes 
up in response to Turok: “The lesson to me is that we have to 
change our thinking in a pretty dramatic fashion.”

Turok nods in agreement.

Smolin continues: “We have to stop looking, as we have been 
through the 20th century, for principles to explain the data in 
particle physics and cosmology, and look to physics becoming a 
historical science like the other sciences.”

Turok stops nodding. “I absolutely and utterly disagree with that.”

“Good,” responds Smolin. “So we’ve got lots to talk about.”

And thus begins a spirited debate that sparks objections and 
retorts, and spills over into a boisterous lunchtime discussion 
around a table in the Institute’s Black Hole Bistro. The debate 
is impassioned, but never fierce or disrespectful. It is the kind 
of intellectual dialogue that Plato described as “benevolent 
disputation without jealousy.”

Beautiful Disagreement
“The aim of an argument should not be victory, but progress.” – Joseph Joubert, French essayist
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Mirror symmetry is a field unfolding at an astounding rate. New 
research in physics is generating new ideas in mathematics, 
and (symmetrically) new ideas in mathematics are driving 
progress in physics. At this first-of-its-kind conference, top 
mathematicians and mathematical physicists met to discuss new 
approaches and methods. For instance, participants discussed 
the way that mirror symmetry emerges in string theory, which 

has led to striking conjectures and theorems about topological 
invariants in mathematics. There were several talks on new 
techniques for computing new topological invariants for open 
and closed strings, which have led to the solution of long-
standing problems, such as the charge of D-branes in a 
Calabi-Yau compactification. All in all, the week-long, high-
level conference was a shining success.

Conference Report:
Physics Around Mirror Symmetry

To Turok, it is the best possible outcome of PI Day.

“The purpose is that people can interact with each other, provoke 
each other, and one discipline can present challenges to other 
disciplines,” he says. “That’s often where the most exciting 
progress in physics comes from: when people with different 
perspectives – sometimes very different perspectives – interact, 
give each other a hard time, and maybe help each other do 
something even more interesting.”

Throughout the day-long event, Perimeter researchers spanning 
practically every sub-discipline of theoretical physics explain 
their own work and invite input from their peers.

Philip Schuster and Natalia Toro, for example, explain how 
new experimental breakthroughs in particle physics, such as 
the discovery of the Higgs boson, are posing new questions 
about the fundamental make-up of the universe. Just as 
important as sharing their work, however, is listening to the 
presentations of their colleagues, and seeking ways in which 
the fields may intersect.

“Science is a very big place,” explains Schuster. “It’s virtually 
impossible to keep track of everything that’s going on, so it’s very 
useful to get a snapshot of what’s happening in various fields. 

For example, cosmology and particle physics come together in 
important ways. Most of the universe is dark matter, but we don’t 
really know what it is. Particle physics has a lot to say about how 
we can learn what it is.”

That interdisciplinary spirit fuels all the sessions by Perimeter 
faculty throughout PI Day, from Xiao-Gang Wen’s talk about 
condensed matter physics to Rob Spekkens’ presentation about 
experimental metaphysics and Bianca Dittrich’s exploration of 
quantum spacetime.

Questions abound, challenges are issued, debates are sparked.

Those debates continue through dinner and later. Intellectually 
intense as they may be, the arguments are spurred not by the 
pursuit of victory, but of progress.

− Colin Hunter

October 21-25, 2013  I  Watch the talks: pirsa.org/C13034

Scan to watch a short film 
about PI Day.
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c o n f e r e n c e s

PI-UIUC Joint Workshop on Strongly Correlated Quantum Many-Body Systems
November 7-8, 2013   I   Watch the talks: pirsa.org/C13035

For two days in November, quantum theorists and experimentalists 
exchanged ideas and sparked new collaborations during a 
workshop jointly hosted by Perimeter and the university of Illinois 
at urbana-Champaign. It was Perimeter’s turn to host the annual 
gathering, which focused on three main areas: entanglement in 
many-body systems, interplay between symmetry and topology, 
and quantum materials and experiments. That third component 
was a new addition, part of an ongoing effort to strengthen the 
connections between theoretical condensed matter physics at 
Perimeter and experimental research at urbana-Champaign. 
Talks by Perimeter scientists including Robert Myers, Dmitry 

Abanin, and Roger Melko were complemented by presentations 
by urbana-Champaign researchers including Jeffrey Teo, 
Michael Stone, and Philip Philips. There were also two extended 
presentations led by Eduardo Fradkin of urbana-Champaign 
and Perimeter’s Xiao-Gang Wen, at which participants discussed 
important open problems – and proposed pathways to answers 
– in the physics of strongly correlated materials. The conference 
built strong bridges between theory and experiment, and 
sparked ideas that will surely be explored when the conference 
reconvenes at urbana-Champaign in November 2014.

Waterloo Soft Matter Theory 
December 5, 2013   I   Watch the talks: pirsa.org/C13037

Although the title was local, the turnout was national. In December 
2013, the inaugural “Waterloo Soft Matter Theory” conference 
attracted several-dozen top physicists and graduate students 
from across Canada (and a few from even further afield) to 
Waterloo for an intensive one-day gathering. As a tribute to the 
largely Canadian crowd, keynote speaker Randall Kamien of the 
university of Pennsylvania titled his talk “O Topology” – a nod to 
the national anthem. The day was filled with an impressive array 

of talks – nearly 40 in all – spanning the latest developments in 
soft matter topics such as polymers, membranes, materials, and 
nano-science. Talks and sessions at the conference explored the 
common ground shared by physics, chemistry, and biology – 
including, for example, discussions on the growth and melting 
of colloidal crystals and polymer translocation through pores. 
Given its success, the first-ever “Waterloo Soft Matter Theory” 
conference will not be the last.
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QUANTUM GRAvITY DAY
Scientific Area:  Quantum Gravity
May 21-22, 2014 (PM only)

LOW ENERGY CHALLENGES FOR HIGH ENERGY PHYSICISTS
Scientific Area: Condensed Matter, Field Theory,  
High Energy Physics
May 26-30, 2014

NEW IDEAS IN LOW ENERGY TESTS  
OF FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICS
Scientific Areas:  Cosmology, Particle Physics
June 16-19, 2014

INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON QUANTUM LDPC CODES
Scientific Area:  Quantum Information
July 14-16, 2014
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upcoming Conferences

Emergence in Complex Systems 
 
February 10-14, 2014   I   Watch the talks: pirsa.org/C14017

A group of international experts – including a strong contingent 
of Perimeter Distinguished Visiting Research Chairs (DVRCs) – 
gathered for a week in Waterloo to discuss quantum materials, 
models, and theories where strong correlations result in novel 
emergent phenomena. The multi-disciplinary group gave the 
workshop a dynamic spirit, allowing for speakers and participants 
to exchange novel perspectives in the theory of magnetism, 
topological phases, superconductivity, entanglement, many-

body localization, quantum criticality, and other topics of 
recent common interest. During the conference, DVRCs Subir 
Sachdev and Matthew Fisher gave colloquia at Perimeter 
and the university of Waterloo, respectively. By the end of the 
meeting, progress had been made in several leading-edge 
areas including topological phases, many-body localized states, 
and entanglement in strongly correlated systems.
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On March 17, a small collaboration with a telescope at 
the South Pole stunned the scientific world when they 
claimed to have detected traces of the rapid expansion 

of the universe in the first instants after the big bang.  

“If confirmed – and it is a big if – then this result is spectacular,” 
said Perimeter Director Neil Turok, whose own research centres 
on the early universe. “It will have opened an entirely new 
window on the big bang.”

So what exactly did we see through this new window?  The 
collaboration – called BICEP2, for Background 
Imaging of Cosmic Extragalactic 
Polarization – was examining the 
earliest light in the universe, 
the cosmic microwave 
background, or CMB.  
Today a faint glow that 
suffuses the entire sky, 
the CMB is all that’s left 
of the moment, 380,000 
years after the big bang, 
when light began to travel 
freely for the first time. Since it’s 
the first light in the universe, it’s the first 
moment we can see.  The very early history of the 
universe has always been hidden behind the CMB’s curtain.

until now, perhaps. The BICEP2 collaboration was looking for 
ripples left in the CMB “curtain” by shockwaves propagating 
from behind it. There is a theory, called inflation, which posits 
that the early universe underwent hyper-rapid expansion in its 
first trillionth of a trillionth of a trillionth of a second. If that’s 

true, the explosion of an expansion would have set off ripples in 
spacetime itself, called gravitational waves.  When these waves 
passed through the CMB, they would have left a characteristic 
mark.  

The BICEP2 team claims to have found that mark. Many scientists 
are greeting the result (if confirmed) as the first direct evidence 
for the theory of cosmic inflation.  

The BICEP2 results sent ripples of excitement through the 
Perimeter community – though tempered with caution.  This is 

an extraordinary claim, and requires double-
checking. Fortunately, a new study of the 

CMB from the Planck Satellite is 
due later this year, and should 

also be able to see this 
signal, if it’s there.  Even 
then, much work will need 
to be done to confirm or 
refute this result. 

But on March 17, as a 
standing-room-only group 

of eager researchers gathered 
in Perimeter’s biggest conference 

room to view the live webcast from BICEP2, 
the doubts were allowed, briefly, to give way to excitement. 
“It is really amazing,” said Perimeter Faculty member Kendrick 
Smith, a well-known expert on CMB studies. “If it’s true, it’s the 
most exciting result in cosmology in the past 30 years.” 

− Colin Hunter

Interpreting the Results
Within weeks of the BICEP2 announcement, Perimeter 
hosted the first international conference devoted to 
analyzing the findings.

Nearly 100 researchers from around the world gathered 
at Perimeter on April 4 for the “Implications of BICEP2” 
conference.

The day-long conference featured presentations by 
scientists from Perimeter, Princeton’s Institute for Advanced 
Study, Stanford university, and other leading research 
institutions.

“There’s a lot to follow up on – a lot to measure, a lot 
to confirm,” said conference participant Matt Dobbs, a 
McGill university experimentalist who works on projects 
similar to BICEP2, such as the POLARBEAR and IBEX 
experiments.

“This environment of so many people in the same place 
talking about this, even for a short amount of time, is a 
very productive thing,” he said.

A New Window to the Big Bang?
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Settling a Bet
If the BICEP result holds, Neil Turok will owe Stephen Hawking 
a hundred bucks. 

Bets in physics are commonplace, and part of a grand tradition. 
Today, it’s Stephen Hawking betting Neil Turok that the model 
of a cyclic universe would be refuted by the detection of 
gravitational waves. Three hundred years ago, it was Christopher 
Wren betting Isaac Newton about the shape of the orbits of the 
planets. Perhaps it’s because physicists deal with questions of 
such immensity that jokes and wagers seem the only appropriate 
response. It’s a way of bringing the universe into human scale.  

Inside the Perimeter got a laugh out of witnessing the conclusion 
of one such bet, between Will Kinney of the university at Buffalo 
and Perimeter Associate Faculty member Cliff Burgess. Kinney 
was visiting Perimeter to give a March 18 colloquium talk on 
cosmic inflation. His speech had to be entirely rewritten after the 
BICEP results from the previous day.

Burgess: Before we start, a small point of business: I have a 
bet that I have to pay off to Will. He asked for white wine, but I 
found this red wine called “Gravity.” It’s a Niagara wine, as the 
bet specifies.

Kinney: I won one bet – but it looks like I lost another one. I’m 
going to owe a bottle of scotch to Latham [Boyle, PI Faculty 
member], because I bet him that the tensor/scalar ratio would 
be below 10-to-the-minus-2.

Boyle: I’d be happy to donate it to Cliff. That’s the circle of life.

Kinney: Well, I hope whoever ends up with it will be willing to 
share.
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Scan to watch 
a video about 
gravitational waves.
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p i  s c i e n c e

Astrid Eichhorn, Quantum Gravity, and a Cup of Tea

Zooming     ut
Three conversations about the strange new intersection 
of quantum gravity research and condensed matter tools.

Bianca Dittrich, Spacetime Engineer

Astrid Eichhorn picks up a cup of tea. “In physics,” she says, 
“our descriptions of physical systems depend on the scale 
at which we look at them.” 

“For instance, if I looked at this tea, and I wanted to know 
how it flows out when I tip the cup, I’d describe that with 
hydrodynamics, and completely ignore that the tea actually 
consists of single molecules and has a 
complicated microscopic structure. But 
if I wanted to know the details of how a 
very small drop behaved, I would have 
to change the description, and take into 
account what the microscopic structure 
is. This dependence of the description of 
the system on the scale is everywhere in 
physics. The renormalization group is a 
method that allows you to connect those 
different descriptions.”

The renormalization group – popularly 
known as the RG – is a powerful suite of 
mathematical tools developed by condensed matter physicists. It 
allows physicists to take what they know about a system at one 
scale and translate it into a description of a system at another 
scale. “You can think of the RG as a microscope,” says Eichhorn. 
“You can zoom into systems and understand the underlying 
microscopic structure, or zoom out from the microscopic 
structure and understand the large-scale behaviour.” 

Eichhorn, a postdoctoral researcher at Perimeter, is one of a 

growing number of physicists who are putting the RG to work 
far from its condensed matter roots. She’s working on quantum 
gravity, the attempt to understand what spacetime looks like at 
scales so small that one would expect quantum mechanics to be 
the dominant paradigm. 

“What we know about gravity is mostly what happens at large 
scales,” Eichhorn says. “We know why 
galaxies spin, or why the teacup would 
drop if I let it fall. But we don’t know what 
happens at really tiny scales – and by 
tiny I mean many times smaller than the 
scales of particle physics that are probed 
by particle accelerators like the LHC.”

Many quantum gravity researchers expect 
that spacetime itself will turn out to be 
made up of small grains, like grains of 
sand, which cannot be divided further. 
Others, including Eichhorn, think that 
spacetime might be continuous and 

smooth even on the tiniest of scales. 

“Ideally, we’d just go and experiment, and find out how things 
are,” Eichhorn says. “But because those scales are so tiny, 
that’s just not feasible with today’s technology. You’d need a 
huge accelerator – many times the size of the LHC. So because 
experiments seem out of reach, we use the RG as a method to 
zoom in on the structure of spacetime, and find out what the 
possible microscopic dynamics could be.”

Faculty member Bianca Dittrich, meanwhile, thinks that might 
be backward. “There are really two approaches to quantum 
gravity,” she says. “One is the top-

down approach, which is what Astrid 
is doing. The other is the bottom-up 
approach, which is what I do. I like 
to think I have tradition on my side. 
You can read the old Greek texts 
on Epicurean philosophy and find 
the bottom-up approach there. Two 
thousand years ago, the Epicureans 
believed that everything was divided 
into parts too small to see.”

“Of course, they had no way to prove 

it. And they never really had to face the big question I deal 
with, which is how to build up the real world out of these small 

parts. Renormalization is our tool 
for doing that. It connects our basic 
fundamental ideas about microscopic 
dynamics to reality.” 

Dittrich is one of those researchers 
who believes that spacetime is 
probably granular. She spends a lot of 
time defining what those sand grains 
of spacetime – they are officially 
(and confusingly) called atoms of 
spacetime – might look like. Once the 
spacetime atoms are defined, the next 
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step is to figure out whether many of those atoms interacting with 
each other would in fact look like the real world. 

“It’s a very complex question because it involves lots of atoms – 
an infinite number of atoms – and one has to consider not just 
their static states, but the dynamics of them,” says Dittrich. “For 
a long time, there was not much progress on this front. That’s 
starting to change. It’s still a very large computational challenge, 
but the renormalization tools help us organize our calculations 
and our theories, to simplify the computational task.”

The key is finding the right things to look for. For analogy, 
Dittrich turns not to tea but the water she’s drinking. “If you just 

had a description of water molecules, it wouldn’t be obvious 
what water looked like. How would you get to the idea that 
good variables to describe water would be volume and pressure 
and temperature? Those are good parameters, because if you 
tune one of those parameters you get a change. If you tune 
temperature, for instance, you get water, steam, or ice.” 

“We start with different descriptions of microscopic atoms of 
spacetime, and we invent parameters. It sounds like cheating, 
maybe, but we are learning a lot about what kind of changes to 
make on the microscopic level to get something useful on the 
macroscopic level. You could call it spacetime engineering!” 

Xiao-Gang Wen, Coaxing It from Bit

For Xiao-Gang Wen, the BMO Financial Group Isaac 
Newton Chair in Theoretical Physics at Perimeter Institute, 
coaxing the large-scale properties of spacetime to emerge 

from atoms of spacetime is small potatoes. He’s thinking much 
bigger. “I think everything can emerge,” he says. By everything, 
he means not only spacetime, but fundamental particles and the 
laws that govern them. 

Like Dittrich, Wen begins from the bottom up, with a particular 
kind of atom of spacetime called a qubit. A qubit is the simplest 
possible piece of information: 0 and 1, though in quantum 
fashion those states can mix. 

We’re used to thinking of a bit as the state of a switch – on or 
off, zero or one. A qubit is just a quantum bit. So it’s natural 
to ask: what’s the switch in 
quantum information? How 
is the information carried? 

“That’s a fundamental 
question that goes right to 
the heart of the issue about 
unification of information 
and matter,” says Wen. 
“You normally think of 
information as being 
carried by something, like 
an electron or a photon or 
something. You think of it as 
a property of a thing. And in 
particle physics, that’s true – 
the information is a property 
of the particle.” 

“But, in quantum gravity and 
some other kinds of fundamental physics, we turn it around. We 
ask, where do electrons come from? Where do photons come 
from? They must come from somewhere, from some starting 
point, some building block. The building block can be quantum 
information, not as a property of something, but as a starting 
point of everything. We need to shift our assumptions about 
what can be a building block.”

unlike Dittrich and Eichhorn, Wen cut his teeth as a condensed 
matter physicist, studying the way the spins aligning with each 
other inside materials give rise to large-scale properties like 

ferromagnetism. The key has often been the way quantum states 
like spins can mix in complex ways we call entanglement. Wen 
imagines that entangled qubits could link together into long 
strings, and the strings could weave together into nets. 

In a sense, this is the logical end of using a condensed matter tool 
like the RG to study spacetime: it encourages one to consider 
spacetime as a material. 

“I view space as a collection of qubits – an ocean of qubits,” 
Wen says. “The collective motion of the ocean of qubits gives 
us waves.” And not just any waves. When the net vibrates in 
Wen’s simulations, it produces a wave that can be described by 
Maxwell’s equations. Wen has not only coaxed matter to emerge 
– in the form of photons (as vibrations of strings) and electrons 

(as the ends of strings) – but 
natural law itself. 

“We have already shown 
that Maxwell’s equations 
can emerge. We know 
what properties of qubits 
would make that possible. 
What we would really like 
is to see both Maxwell’s 
equations and Einstein’s 
equations emerge. That is 
essentially what Bianca is 
doing: creating gravity as 
an emergent property of 
spacetime atoms.” 

Wen stresses that the work 
is difficult, but he cannot 
help being excited. “To get 

Einstein’s equations, it would show that we can get something 
that looks a lot like the world we know, starting with the simplest 
possible pieces of information, and not matter at all.”

Which would be a very strange ending indeed for a condensed 
matter tool. 

− Erin Bow
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Perimeter Faculty members Philip Schuster and Natalia Toro 
ventured down a dark alley expecting to reach a dead end.

Instead, they found a wide-open field.

The figurative dark alley was the study of continuous spin particles 
– a study Schuster and Toro believed was headed nowhere. “Our 
goal in the beginning was to prove that continuous spin particles 
don’t make sense,” says Toro.

“We wanted to write a paper entitled ‘We Can Stop Thinking 
About Continuous Spin,’” adds Schuster. “We tried, but so far 
we’ve failed.” What they discovered, in fact, made them think 
it’s time to start taking continuous spin more seriously.

Continuous spin particles require a bit of backstory. There are 
four known forces in nature. Two, the weak nuclear force and 
the strong nuclear force, work only over very short distances – 
we mostly see them inside atomic nuclei. The other two forces, 
electromagnetism and gravity, can reach across galaxies. This 
is because they’re mediated by massless particles – the photon 
for electromagnetism, and the as-yet-unobserved graviton for 
gravity.

Photons and gravitons (and many other particles) have an 
intrinsic quality called spin. It’s an imperfect analogy, but you 
can think of spin as nature’s smallest bar magnet: it gives the 
particles something like a north and a south pole, which can 
point in any direction.

In 1939, Eugene Wigner identified two distinct types of massless 
particle: those whose spin points straight along their direction 
of motion and those whose spin can be misaligned. When spin 
is aligned with momentum, it is also called helicity. Spin can 
have various magnitudes, and so helicity can too: particles can 
be helicity-1, helicity-2, helicity-3, and so on. They cannot be 
helicity-1/3 (for instance) because helicity is quantized.

The interesting bit is that the nature of forces mediated by 
massless particles is determined by the helicity of those particles. 
For instance, the fact that electric charges also feel magnetic 
forces falls naturally out of modelling electromagnetism with 
helicity-1 particles. Gravity, meanwhile, is modelled using 
helicity-2, which predicts certain properties of gravity.

In the 1960s, Steven Weinberg showed that particles with higher 
helicities (helicity-3 and up) cannot mediate forces. Weinberg’s 
work, however, left open the possibility that continuous spin 
particles could also mediate long-range forces.

So what are continuous spin particles? You can think of 
them either as particles whose spin is misaligned or particles 
whose helicity can have any (quantized) magnitude. These two 
approaches to continuous spin particles are mathematically 
related, but let’s consider the second one for now.

Photons are now modelled as if they were all helicity-1. If 
photons were in fact continuous spin particles, then most would 
be helicity-1, but some would be helicity-2, and more rarely 
helicity-3, and -4, etc. These states would mix.

“Continuous spin is a terrible name for particles like that,” says 
Schuster. “But we seem to be stuck with it.” Researchers call 
them CSPs for short.

The possibility that CSPs could mediate long-range forces, 
while technically open, has never seemed very likely. Having 
these extra possibilities – these helicity-2 and -3 and -4 and -5 
photons and gravitons – was thought to introduce all kinds of 
problems. Scattering amplitudes (the basic quantities that predict 
what happens when two particles interact) would diverge, giving 
nonsensical predictions. Stray high-helicity photons would carry 
off heat, causing hot things, including the sun, to cool rapidly. 
Since we don’t observe such effects, it’s been widely assumed 
that CSPs don’t mediate long-range forces.

A New Spin  
on Long-range

Forces
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However well-founded an assumption that appears, though, it’s 
still an assumption. Testing that assumption – peering into that 
dark alleyway – is where Toro and Schuster come in.

Starting from scratch – using only Lorentz invariance and 
unitarity as inputs – the pair began to develop a model of 
long-range forces mediated by CSPs. They hoped to quickly 
prove that CSPs made no sense as force carriers. Instead, the 
model began to produce results that, in Schuster’s words, “felt 
like a series of miracles.”

The scattering amplitudes turned out not only to exist, but to 
produce sensible predictions. The foreseen problems with 
thermodynamics didn’t materialize. The new model began 
producing predictions that looked a lot like the physics we know, 
with only a few small differences.

These are initial results and they can only be applied to particular 
types of reactions involving CSPs. Toro and Schuster are working 
on developing a theory that would let them predict the results of 
any process involving CSPs.

“That’s such a big step into the dark that it might turn up new 
inconsistencies,” says Toro. “But if the similarity with known 
physics persists in this wider setting, it will raise an exciting 
possibility – that forces we think we understand might actually be 
mediated by continuous spin particles.”

This would be a true breakthrough in our understanding of 
long-range forces. For instance, Toro and Schuster’s research 
shows that if gravity were mediated by a continuous spin 
graviton, it would get weaker at large distances. Gravity, of 
course, is already weaker at large distances – two masses that 
are far apart feel less gravitational attraction than two that are 
close together. But a CSP model for gravity predicts that this 
effect would be more pronounced, and that the gravitational 
force would weaken faster than the famous inverse square law 
(1/r2) predicts.

This is a theory in its infancy and, like any infant, it’s been 
challenging. But Toro and Schuster are pushing ahead. 
Schuster is passionate as he explains why: “The basic point 
is that the behaviour of long-range forces is determined by 
the spin of the particles that mediate them. There are solid 
theoretical descriptions for most possible spins, but we are 
only now scratching the surface for CSPs.” It’s a gap he’s 
determined to fill.

“CSPs are the only potential force mediator that’s not understood 
– and understanding things like that is written into our job 
descriptions as physicists. It’s on line one.”

− Erin Bow

Philip Schuster and 
Natalia Toro
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“Forces we think we understand 
might actually be mediated by 

continuous spin particles.”
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A ConstellAt ion 
of stArs

Abhay Ashtekar is the Eberly Professor 
of Physics and Director of the Institute for 
Gravitation and the Cosmos at Pennsylvania 
State university. As the creator of Ashtekar 
variables, he is one of the founders of loop 
quantum gravity. His research interests 
include black hole entropy, quantum 
cosmology, generalizations of quantum 
mechanics, and mathematical aspects of 

quantum field theory. Ashtekar has been an Alfred P. Sloan 
Research Fellow, President of the International Society on 
General Relativity and Gravitation, and in 2007 was awarded 
the Distinguished Scholar Prize of the American Chapter of the 
Indian Association of Physics.

Leon Balents is a Professor of Physics and 
a Permanent Member of the Kavli Institute 
for Theoretical Physics at the university of 
California, Santa Barbara. His research 
spans many areas of condensed matter 
physics including frustrated magnetism 
(mostly quantum), correlation phenomena 
in oxide heterostructures, and coupled 
electron dynamics with hyperfine interactions 

in quantum dots. His past honours include a Career Award of 
the National Science Foundation, an Alfred P. Sloan Foundation 
Fellowship, and a Packard Foundation Fellowship. 

Alessandra Buonanno is a Professor 
of Physics at the university of Maryland, 
College Park, and will become Director of 
the Astrophysical and Cosmological Relativity 
division of Germany’s Max Planck Institute for 
Gravitational Physics (Albert Einstein Institute) 
in September 2014. She is a member of the 
Maryland Center for Fundamental Physics, 
the Joint Space-Science Institute, and the 

LIGO Scientific Collaboration. Her research centres around 
gravitational wave physics and cosmology of the early universe. 
She is a past Fellow of the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation and a 
current Fellow of the International Society on General Relativity 
and Gravitation.

Patrick Brady is a Professor of Physics 
and the Director of the Leonard E. Parker 
Center for Gravitation, Cosmology, and 
Astrophysics at the university of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee. His research interests include 
the dynamics of gravitational collapse, black 
holes, the detection of gravitational waves, 
and numerical relativity, including simulation 
of binary coalescence. Brady received a 

Research Corporation Cottrell Scholar Award and a Sloan 
Research Fellowship in 2002, and has earned six awards from 
the National Science Foundation.

Perimeter’s extended research family spans the globe, and its members frequently 
pop by to work, collaborate, think, and contribute to life at the Institute. 

More than 40 of the world’s most eminent physicists now count PI as their 
“second research home” through their appointments as Distinguished Visiting 
Research Chairs (DVRCs).  

DVRCs retain their permanent positions at home institutions while spending 
extended periods at Perimeter each year. They are vital members of Perimeter’s 
community, collaborating with resident colleagues, conducting uninterrupted 
research, organizing conferences, teaching in the Perimeter Scholars International 
master’s program, and contributing to scientific outreach. 

Eleven scientists recently joined Perimeter’s community as DVRCs:
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Savas Dimopoulos has been on the 
faculty of Stanford university since 1979. 
In that span, he has also taught at Boston 
university, Harvard university, and the 
university of California, Santa Barbara, 
and he was a staff member at CERN from 
1994 to 1997. He is a leading particle 
physicist, known for his work on constructing 
theories beyond the Standard Model. He has 

received the Tommassoni Prize in Physics, the J.J. Sakurai Prize 
in Theoretical Physics, an Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Fellowship, 
and a Distinguished Alumnus Award from the university of 
Houston.

Lance Dixon is a theoretical particle 
physicist and a Professor at Stanford 
university. He has made groundbreaking 
contributions to the calculation of 
perturbative scattering amplitudes, quantum 
field theory, and computing processes in 
quantum chromodynamics. Dixon’s research 
in phenomenology focuses on precision 
calculation in quantum chromodynamics, 

as applied to the Large Hadron Collider at CERN.  Dixon is a 
Fellow of the American Physical Society and a co-recipient of its 
2014 J.J. Sakurai Prize. 

Alexander Goncharov is a Professor 
in the Department of Mathematics at Yale 
university. Prior to joining Yale’s faculty, he 
was a professor at Brown university, the 
Max Planck Institute for Mathematics, and 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
Goncharov’s research primarily concerns 
mathematical physics, including arithmetic 
algebraic geometry and representation 

theory. He is known for the Goncharov conjecture, which 
suggests that the cohomology of certain motivic complexes 
coincides with pieces of K-groups. In 1992, Goncharov won the 
European Mathematical Society Prize.

Shamit Kachru is a Professor of Physics 
at Stanford university specializing in string 
theory and quantum field theory, and their 
applications in cosmology, condensed matter, 
and elementary particle theory. His honours 
include a Department of Energy Outstanding 
Junior Investigator Award, Alfred P. Sloan 
Foundation Fellowship, Bergmann Memorial 
Award, Packard Foundation Fellowship, and 

ACIPA Outstanding Young Physicist Prize. 

Matilde Marcolli is a Professor of 
Mathematics at the California Institute 
of Technology, and holds a Courtesy 
Appointment at Florida State university 
and an Honorary Professorship at Bonn 
university. She is a mathematical physicist 
whose research interests include gauge 
theory and low-dimensional topology, 
algebraic-geometric structures in quantum 

field theory, and noncommutative geometry with applications to 
number theory and models of particle physics, quantum gravity, 
and cosmology. Marcolli has won the Heinz Maier-Leibnitz Prize 
and the Sofja Kovalevskaja Award, as well as written four books.

Joel Moore is a Professor of Physics at the 
university of California, Berkeley, studying 
condensed matter. His research concerns the 
collective quantum physics of electrons and 
atoms, including topological insulators and 
other new states of matter. He studies strongly 
correlated materials and devices and uses 
concepts from quantum information theory 
to analyze problems in condensed matter. 

His work has been recognized by a Simons Investigatorship, 
Hellman and JSPS fellowships, and an NSF CAREER award. 

Barbara Terhal is a Professor of Theoretical 
Physics at RWTH Aachen university. She spent 
eight years as a research staff member at the 
IBM Watson Research Center in New York. 
Her research interests centre on quantum 
information theory and she is currently 
working on quantum error correction and 
its realization in solid-state qubits, as well as 
quantum complexity theory. She is a Fellow 

of the American Physical Society and an Associate Member of 
the Quantum Information Processing program of the Canadian 
Institute for Advanced Research (CIFAR).
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(From left to right) David Hawthorn, Roger 
Melko, and Lauren Hayward.

A Eureka Moment at the Bistro

What started as a lunch conversation at Perimeter’s 
Black Hole Bistro became an important step toward 
developing room-temperature superconductors.

Researchers from Perimeter, the university of Waterloo, and 
Harvard devised an explanation of the transition phase to 
superconductivity, or “pseudogap” phase, which is one of the last 
obstacles to developing the next generation of superconductors.

The creation of room-temperature superconductors, which 
don’t require the usual cryogenic cooling to conduct electricity 
with zero resistance, is one of the major unsolved problems 
in theoretical condensed matter physics. The development of 
superconductors that operate at or around room temperature 
could enable enormous technological advances, from levitating 
high-speed trains to quantum computing. 

The work, co-authored by Perimeter Associate Faculty member 
Roger Melko and Associate Graduate Student Lauren Hayward, 
was published in a recent issue of Science.

The result relied on close collaboration with team members 
Subir Sachdev (a Harvard professor and Perimeter Distinguished 
Visiting Research Chair) and university of Waterloo Associate 
Physics and Astronomy Professor David Hawthorn.

“This amazing scientific collaboration actually came about by 
chance over lunch at Perimeter Institute between Subir and 
myself,” said Hawthorn.

Hawthorn showed Sachdev his latest experimental data on the 
superconducting material YBa2Cu3O6+x, which had unexplained 
temperature dependence.

Sachdev had a theory but needed expert help 
with the complex set of calculations to prove it. 
That’s where Melko and Hayward stepped in and 
developed the computer code to solve Sachdev’s 
equations.

Melko and Sachdev already knew each other 
through Perimeter Institute, making for a smooth 
and fruitful collaboration.

“The results all came together in a matter of 
weeks,” said Melko. “It really speaks to the 
synergy we have between Waterloo and Perimeter 
Institute.”

To understand why room-temperature 
superconductivity has remained so elusive, 
physicists have turned their sights to the phase 
that occurs just before superconductivity takes 
over: the mysterious “pseudogap” phase.

“understanding the pseudogap is as important as understanding 
superconductivity itself,” said Melko.

Superconductivity is the phenomenon whereby electricity flows 
under zero resistance, and thus loses no energy. But most 
materials need to be cooled to ultra-low temperatures with liquid 
helium in order to achieve a superconductive state.

YBa2Cu3O6+x is one of the few materials that is superconducting 
at higher temperatures. Even so, it is not yet possible to achieve 
superconductivity in this material above -179°C.

In this study, researchers found YBa2Cu3O6+x oscillates between 
two quantum states during the pseudogap, one of which involves 
charge-density wave fluctuations. These periodic fluctuations in 
the distribution of the electrical charges are what destabilize the 
superconducting state above the critical temperature.

Once the material is cooled below the critical temperature, the 
strength of these fluctuations falls and the superconductive state 
takes over.

Next, the group plans to extend their work both theoretically 
and experimentally to more deeply understand and exploit the 
fundamental nature of superconducting materials.

Perhaps another lunch at the Bistro is in order. 

− Katharine Tuerke and Colin Hunter
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Stranger Than Science Fiction

I love stories that tell me something true.

My favourite works of fiction reflect deep truths about the world; I seek out narrative as a way of 
making sense of my everyday experience. Science, too, may be viewed as a way of trying to get at 

truth through stories.

Nearly all of our scientific theories can be seen as narratives: we define a set of entities with particular 
characteristics, stipulate how these entities interact over time, and ultimately detail how they give rise to 
our observations. And it seems likely that our theories have this form because stories are very deeply 
rooted in the way our brains are structured. Our storytelling instincts are evident all around us – in ritual, 
romance, religion, and more – so it should come as no surprise that science is also driven by stories.

Of all the lectures and seminars I’ve attended this year, the one that got me the most excited was Xiao-
Gang Wen’s description of his theory of topological order in terms of dancing patterns: “A topological 
order is described by a global dance, where every particle is dancing with every other particle in a 
very organized way.” I found his description of our world emerging from the dances of fundamental 
particles beautiful and moving.

The paradigm of science as narrative is not one I would ever want to give up. Yet I am also wary about 
the extent to which scientific practice is subtly guided by the stories we choose to tell. 

Take Einstein’s discovery of the theory of special relativity. It would be a gross oversimplification to say that 
Einstein was solely responsible for this advance; in fact, his key formulae had been around since 1887, 
and the relativity principle had been articulated by Poincaré five years earlier. until Einstein, scientists were 
interested in telling a story about how macroscopic phenomena could arise from underlying microscopic 
mechanisms, and so people like Poincaré had put significant effort into deriving the relativity principle from 
microscopic force laws. Einstein subverted this paradigm – he took the relativity principle as fundamental 
and used it to derive constraints on the form of microscopic force laws. That simple but revolutionary step 
was enough to transform the whole landscape of scientific thought.

The stories we tell in science are shaped by the kinds of stories we are looking for. We may find that 
our expectations are inhibiting our scientific creativity, just like scientists before Einstein who failed to 
make the connections he made. 

This is a particular concern now that our scientific theories probe ever more fundamental levels of 
reality; the images, terminology, and concepts that we use to tell our stories are all drawn from our 
experience of the large-scale, classical universe, but there is little reason to think that the universe at 
a quantum or even sub-quantum level should bear any resemblance to the macroscopic world as we 
experience it. Perhaps the underlying reality is so alien that we don’t have the conceptual resources to 
imagine it. Perhaps our current formulation of quantum mechanics – which makes excellent predictions, 
but is not clearly linked with any unique narrative – is the best we will ever be able to do.

I am not proposing that we stop telling stories within science. I was drawn to science at least in part 
because I love stories, and I feel that there is something deeply wrong with the claim that the purpose 
of science is merely to make predictions. 

Even if the construction of coherent stories is getting harder as science progresses, I don’t think that’s 
a reason to give up – we can keep trying to get closer to the truth via narrative while also recognizing 
that these narratives will only ever be true in some approximate sense. After all, narratives have often 
been an important source of interesting and creative new ideas in science, and science needs creativity 
more than ever in the face of these new difficulties.

How do we reconcile the importance of stories with the limitations they can impose on us? Perhaps all 
we can do is make an effort as scientists to be aware of our storytelling instincts – the ways they can 
lead us astray as well as the ways they can help us. If we are cognizant of the stories we are choosing 
to tell, and creative about the kinds of stories we are searching for, our storytelling natures become an 
opportunity rather than a limitation.

− Emily Adlam
PSI class of 2014
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Waiter, There’s a Black Hole in 
My Condensed Matter …

Subir Sachdev, William Witczak-Krempa, and Erik Sørensen 
are condensed matter physicists. They study exotic but 
tangible systems, such as superfluids. And their latest paper 

about one such system has a black hole in it.

How did a black hole get into a condensed matter paper? “Well, 
it’s a long story,” says Sachdev, who is a professor at Harvard 
and a Distinguished Visiting Research Chair at Perimeter. 

It’s a long story, he might add, that in a way starts with him: he 
was one of the first condensed matter physicists to venture into 

the strange land of string theory, where the black holes live. But 
that is getting ahead of the tale. 

“Let’s start here,” Sachdev says. “Condensed matter physicists study 
the behaviour of electrons in many materials – semiconductors, 
metals, and exotic materials like superconductors.” 

Normally, these physicists can model the behaviour of a material 
as if electrons were moving freely around inside it. Even if that’s 
not what’s actually happening, because of complex interactions, 
it makes the model easy to understand and the calculations 

Researchers are using surprising ideas and 
tools from string theory to guide research 

into strange materials that are cropping up 
in condensed matter laboratories.
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easier to do. Electrons (and occasionally other particles) used in 
this kind of shorthand model are called quasi-particles.

However, there are a handful of systems that cannot be described 
by considering electrons (or any other kind of quasi-particle) 
moving around.

“What we try to do is understand a quantum system where you 
have electricity without electrons,” says Sachdev. “Of course, the 
system does have electrons in it, but the behaviour of the system 
doesn’t look like electrons moving at all. What you see is not 
even particles, but some lumps of quantum excitations that are 
doing strange quantum things.”

“Without quasi-particles, it’s a mess,” says William Witczak-
Krempa. Witczak-Krempa, a Perimeter postdoctoral fellow, is 
also a condensed matter theorist who collaborated with Sachdev 
on the paper. “It’s this quantum fuzzball of stuff.”

Describing such a fuzzball system is a challenge – but it’s crucial 
to understanding many modern materials, including superfluids 
and high-temperature superconductors. The broad problem of 
how to model systems without quasi-particles has been stumping 
condensed matter theorists for decades.

“What we decided to do was look at a simple case of such 
an electricity-without-electrons system,” says Witczak-Krempa. 
“That turns out to be a quantum phase transition between a 
superfluid and an insulator.”

A fair amount of work had been done on such systems, such 
that the team was able to make progress modelling the system 
using the traditional mathematical tools of condensed matter. 
Sachdev and Witczak-Krempa worked with Sørensen, of 
McMaster university, on this aspect of their paper. Sørensen 
used a computer simulation – specifically, a quantum Monte 
Carlo simulation – to predict how conductivity should change 
with temperature and frequency as a superfluid turns into an 
insulator.

“This frequency dependence tells us how the quantum fluid 
behaves in time. This dynamic behaviour is notoriously hard to 
study using standard methods, including quantum Monte Carlo 
simulations,” says Witczak-Krempa. “Erik’s work was a huge 
computational achievement. It took months of processing time. 
And in the end the results still needed to be converted into a 
form that can be compared with experiments. This is where we 
tried something new.”

To perform this conversion, Sachdev and Witczak-Krempa tackled 
the same system from a different angle: string theory. Here, they 
built on Sachdev’s previous work with Perimeter Faculty member 
Robert Myers and one of his graduate students, Ajay Singh.

One of the pillars of string theory is that certain quantum field 
theories (technically known as conformal field theories) can be 
translated into a theory of gravity with one extra dimension.

Sachdev explains where the extra dimension comes in. Wiggling 
his fingers above the tabletop, he conjures strings moving 
through the air. 

“In certain configurations, the strings all end on a kind of 
membrane,” he says, tapping his fingertips on the table’s surface. 

“You might ask yourself: if you were living on the membrane [the 
table surface] – and you didn’t know about the extra dimensions 
where the strings were, what would you see?” 

He answers himself: “Only the ends of the strings. They would 
look like particles. What’s amazing is that string theorists found 
that the theories that you’d use to define the ends of the strings 
on the membrane are remarkably like the theory we want to use 
to describe our system.”

The quantum field theory describing Sachdev and Witczak-
Krempa’s “fuzzball” system shares many fundamental properties 
with the conformal field theories associated with string theory – so 
many that the researchers were able to map the two-dimensional 
field theory into a three-dimensional theory of gravity. 

“We ended up studying the physics of this alternate reality,” 
says Witczak-Krempa. “using this technique, we were able to 
translate a very hard problem into a fairly easy one.”

Albeit a fairly easy problem involving a black hole. 

“We wanted to look at the physics of the boundary – the physics 
at the table top,” says Witczak-Krempa. “But we wanted to heat 
it up a bit – give it a finite temperature. It turns out that the 
natural way of doing this is to invoke a black hole.” 

Really? “There are various ways of developing an intuition about 
that. For instance, you can remember that the black hole will 
release Hawking radiation. The Hawking radiation escapes and 
eventually hits the boundary where the system lives, and heats 
it up.”

Witczak-Krempa admits it’s unorthodox. “Most condensed matter 
people would go: ‘Why is there a black hole in this paper?’ It’s 
crazy. But what’s even crazier is that this mathematical machinery 
works quite well. It gives you answers that make a lot of sense. 
You can compare them directly with Erik’s Monte Carlo results, 
and they check out.”

It’s the first time results from a traditional large-scale condensed 
matter simulation have been compared to results from the new 
string theory approach.

Sachdev is cautiously thrilled: “There are a couple of issues 
we don’t fully understand and one discrepancy we wish we 
understood better, but in general it’s worked extremely well. It’s 
progress on something I’ve been thinking about for more than 
20 years. And now we finally have a theory that is perhaps not 
complete, but is encouragingly successful.”

What’s more, string theory has finally produced a set of physical 
predictions that experimentalists can go check. Sachdev and 
Witczak-Krempa are hoping that an experimental team will try 
soon. 

“Let’s see what happens,” says Sachdev. “We’re pushing string 
theory to a new regime. Whatever happens, we will learn more.”

The work is published in Nature Physics.
− Erin Bow
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She was, in the words of Einstein, “the most significant 
woman in the history of mathematics.”

For that reason alone, Emmy Noether would make a 
fitting namesake for Perimeter Institute’s ongoing initiative to 
encourage girls and women to pursue math and science. But 
Noether’s brilliance is only part of the reason that Perimeter’s 
Emmy Noether Council bears her name. 

Noether’s courage in pursuing her research against tremendous 
odds inform the Council’s mission: as a woman in the early 
1900s, she was denied academic jobs and, as a Jew, she was 
hounded out of Germany by the Nazis. 

Although much has changed since Noether’s time, women  
continue to face barriers in pursuing science careers. The Emmy 

Noether Council aims to eliminate those barriers and encourage 
the next generation of female scientific pioneers. 

Council members from across North America gathered at 
Perimeter on March 6, 2014 – in commemoration of International 
Women’s Day – to survey the work already being done and to 
chart the course ahead.

(From left) PSI student Lucia Gomez Cordova and  
Emmy Noether Council Co-chair Patrice Merrin.

(From left) Suzan Snaggs-Wilson and PSI student Neha Wadia.
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Five Emmy Noether 
Fellows Join PI’s 
Community 
Perimeter’s Emmy Noether Fellowships are designed 
to provide an early-career boost to emerging stars 
in physics. Fellows are invited to work at Perimeter 
for periods of up to a year, during which they can 
pursue research and collaborate within the Institute’s 
scientific community.

The new Emmy Noether Fellows come from 
institutions around the world and are tackling 
questions in fields spanning particle physics, 
cosmology, quantum field theory, quantum gravity, 
condensed matter, and more.   

Alejandra Castro is an assistant professor at 
the university of Amsterdam, specializing in new 
approaches to classical and quantum gravity. Castro 
“stumbled into physics” during her undergraduate 
studies in astronomy, and says theoretical physics is 
now her “obsession and passion.”

Belén Paredes is a junior professor at Madrid’s 
Institute for Theoretical Physics (IFT), uAM-CSIC, 
whose research interests include novel phases of 
matter, quantum entanglement, and engineering 
quantum matter for quantum information processing.

Catherine Pépin is a permanent researcher at 
France’s Institut de Physique Théorique, CEA-Saclay, 
with a focus on emergent quantum phenomena. 
In particular, her recent work has examined zero-
temperature phase transitions (called quantum 
critical points) in heavy fermion systems and high-
temperature superconductors.

Silke Weinfurtner is a Royal Society Research Fellow 
and Nottingham Research Fellow at the university 
of Nottingham, specializing in quantum gravity, 
strong gravity, and condensed matter physics. Much 
of her research focuses on the quest to design and 
carry out table-top experiments to explore quantum 
gravity.

Kathryn Zurek is an associate professor of physics 
at the university of Michigan working at the interface 
of particle physics, cosmology, and astrophysics. Her 
research examines new data from particle colliders, 
the astrophysical search for dark matter, and physics 
beyond the Standard Model.

According to PI Director Neil Turok, “These 
exceptional physicists embody the kind of boundless 
curiosity and brilliance that made Noether such an 
important figure in 20th century science.” 

The day-long gathering featured a panel discussion, in which a group 
of accomplished women from several spheres – academia, business, 
education, and beyond – discussed the hurdles and successes of their 
careers.

Perimeter Faculty member Natalia Toro set the tone with a quotation 
from novelist Alice Munro: “A story is not like a road to follow – it’s more 
like a house. You go inside and stay there for a while, wandering back 
and forth and settling where you like and discovering how the room and 
corridors relate to each other, how the world outside is being altered 
from these windows. You can go back again and again, and the house, 
the story, always contains more than you saw the last time.”

Science is the story of our universe, Toro said, and the joy of science is 
how its plot becomes richer and more engrossing with every discovery. 
“Telling stories, refining stories, expanding their range – it’s all very 
much a work in progress. We don’t know where it’s going to lead us.”

A lively panel discussion followed Toro’s talk, featuring stories and 
perspectives from Perimeter PhD candidate Alexandra Terrano, 
technology CEO Sherry Shannon-Vanstone, banking manager Suzan 
Snaggs-Wilson, and science educator Olga Michalopoulos.

“In life, there will always be roadblocks and barriers,” said Michalopoulos, 
who aspires to instill the love of science in her students at Georgetown 
District High School. “It’s what we do about it that makes all the 
difference.”

In that spirit, Perimeter Director Neil Turok announced the new Emmy 
Noether Fellows – five remarkable early-career scientists, based at other 
institutions, who will spend up to a year at Perimeter for research and 
collaboration (see sidebar). 

The Fellows and the Emmy Noether Council are all part of Perimeter’s 
commitment to honouring their namesake and carrying on her legacy, 
Turok said. 

“We have the possibility to really pioneer the entry of new groups of 
people, including women, into very high levels of theoretical physics. 
Everyone should have the pathway to do science like this.”

− Colin Hunter

(From left) Michael Duschenes, Maria Antonakos, Nyla Ahmad, Vicki Saunders, 
Jennifer Scully-Lerner, Patrice Merrin, Suzan Snaggs-Wilson, and Neil Turok.

For more information on the Emmy Noether Circle please 
contact Maria Antonakos at mantonakos@pitp.ca
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Penelope Boston took a sold-out audience at her Perimeter 
Public Lecture on a journey to a strange alien landscape – 
not to a faraway planet, but beneath the Earth’s surface. 

Boston is director of the Cave and Karst Studies Program and 
a Professor in the Earth & Environmental Sciences Department 
at the New Mexico Institute of Mining & Technology. Just before 
her December 4 lecture, she sat down to chat with us about the 
dangerous business of spelunking for science.

Inside the Perimeter:  Why do you study caves?

Penelope: About 20 years ago, I started thinking about the role 
of the subsurface as a potential habitat, particularly with respect 
to Mars. Mars is not a very pleasant place on the surface, which 
caused us to turn inward and think about this wealth of microbial 
biodiversity under the surface of our planet.

Once I did start going into caves, I realized that they were virtually 
unexploited scientifically, in terms of their biological contents – 
especially the microbial life that’s down there. The subsurface is 
very extreme in some ways, but also very nurturing in other ways.

Inside: But not nurturing to humans, presumably. Were you in 
danger?

Penelope: I spent, along with two other colleagues from 

NASA’s Ames Research Center, five days underground, which 
is logistically very difficult and physically demanding. The whole 
time I was down there, I kept thinking, “I just have to live long 
enough to get out of here.” I had this blob of fluffy stuff from 
the ceiling fall into my eye and cause it to instantly swell up with 
some kind of infection or response, and I thought, “Well, there’s 
a signal of life. Somebody just fell into my eye!”

When I got out, I was really beaten up. You start to heal from the 
bruises and the infected eye and whatnot. But what I had seen 
in there was so different from anything I had ever studied – so 
amazingly diverse – I realized that I had had the opportunity to 
go into what was essentially an unexplored world.

Inside: After days in such a harsh environment, it must feel great 
to get back to the surface.

Penelope: There’s nothing more magnificent than coming out 
after five or six days in Lechuguilla Cave underground. Coming 
out once again, smelling the unbelievable aroma of earth and 
feeling air currents on your skin, which we don’t normally even 
notice – that contrast is eternally renewing.

Inside: You posit that if life can survive in harsh cave environments, 
it may also conceivably survive on Mars or elsewhere. What 
would it mean to find life on another planet?
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Penelope: There are both philosophical and practical 
applications of finding life on another place. The Mars situation 
could go one of two ways. Either we could discover a life type 
that was sufficiently different from what we have on Earth, so we 
could conclude that it was a second genesis event. If it’s very 
similar to us, we can’t exclude the idea that there was actually a 
transport process – that it originated on Earth and little packets 
of ejecta were blasted to Mars, or vice versa. Any additional 
model we have for life would greatly enhance our ability to 
understand our own life.

Inside: You’re a proponent of human exploration of Mars. Why?

Penelope: No matter how highly developed our robotic 
technology, our artificial intelligence, we are the explorers. 
We are the ones with the drive and the passion to explore new 
territories. This is something deep within our species. I know from 
direct experience that it’s a lot harder to do science remotely. 
Science is such a mix of good planning and totally unpredictable 
serendipity. The amount of planning you have to do to do a 
mission robotically is not only burdensome, but also constrains 
you from taking advantage of those serendipitous occasions. 

We have benefitted greatly from these robotic missions, and will 
continue to do so, but my view for the future is that when humans 

do manage to get off-world and make a serious presence there 
– not just a grab-and-go, which we can do from here – we’re 
going to be working hand-in-pincer with robotic tools. They are 
an extension of us.

Inside: Tell us about your poetry.

Penelope: There are ineffable things about the science that I do 
that can best be captured, in terms of their “mind flavour,” by 
poetry. I was attracted to science not because I wanted to sit in 
an office and write proposals and crank data. I was attracted to 
science because of its aesthetic qualities. It’s the beauty of the 
physical landscape, of our planet, and of our universe in general 
that compels me to make this my life’s work. 

The science to me is inextricable from the art. I think poetry 
and art serve the great function of reaching out to the broader 
public that is interested in science, but doesn’t do it for a living. 
They deserve to be let in on the secrets, let in on some of the 
experiences and the beauties that we are privileged to have 
because we do it for a living. I’ve been in so many places that 
most people not only will never go, but cannot go, and so I try 
to express those ideas as well in my poetry.

– Colin Hunter

The Perimeter Public Lecture Series  
is presented by

Scan to hear 
more about the 
world below.
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Meet Derek Muller. He’s 
famous as the man 
behind the science 

education channel Veritasium 
on YouTube, where he’s tried 
(and failed) to pilot a water-
powered jetpack, dropped a 
giant Slinky off a tall building, 
and turned ordinary grapes 
into high-energy plasma with 
the aid of a physics professor 
and a kitchen microwave.

Today, he’s sitting in Stephen 
Hawking’s office at Perimeter 
Institute, with his feet up on the 
space heater. He doesn’t seem 
intimidated by the prestige of 
the office’s usual occupant. In 
fact, he’s fitting in just fine.

Perimeter can be a busy place, 
and plenty of researchers use 
Hawking’s office when the 
great cosmologist is elsewhere. 
And that’s exactly what Muller 
is – a researcher. 

“I wrote my PhD in how to 
design films to teach physics,” 
he says. When Inside the 
Perimeter catches up with him, 
he is fresh off giving a seminar 
to members of Perimeter’s 
Teacher Network, who were 
happy to see him. As more 
and more multimedia is used 
in the classroom, teachers are 
eager to learn how to identify 
good resources and put them 
to good use.

It turns out that there’s far 
more to making a good 
physics video than just clearly 
explaining a concept. In fact, 
that might be one of the 
worst things to do. Teachers have to meet students where they 
are – which means, counterintuitively, that it’s best to start by 
highlighting misconceptions.

“I’ve found that if you just say the correct stuff, viewers don’t 
actually learn anything. They just feel like they’re learning, 
and become more confident in the things that they thought 
beforehand,” says Muller.

Perimeter’s Director of Educational Outreach, Greg Dick, 

echoes the point: “A video that students described as clear and 
simple can not only fail to correct misperceptions, but worse, 
give students more confidence in their wrong thinking.”

The secret to physics education via film, Muller says, is to 
confront misconceptions and challenge students, rather than 
focusing on making concepts clear and easy to understand. 
That’s why so many Veritasium videos start out with man-on-
the-street interviews that highlight just how wrong we are in our 
guesses about, say, the distance from the Earth to the Moon.

“ T he  f i r s t  r u l e  i s  t ha t  y ou  mus t  no t  f oo l  y ou r s e l f ”
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“ T he  f i r s t  r u l e  i s  t ha t  y ou  mus t  no t  f oo l  y ou r s e l f ”

To help a student learn, Muller says, you have to make sure their 
brain is struggling a bit – even if it means your video is harder 
to understand. The mental exercise pays off: Muller’s research 
shows that this approach results in better retention of concepts.

Making videos that help people learn is of great interest to 
Perimeter Institute as it expands its online presence to share 
science with the public. After all, not everyone can come in 
person and sit at Hawking’s desk. And the hunger to learn and 

share science online goes 
deep. In June 2012, Perimeter 
gathered the top science 
content creators from YouTube 
(and a few from Facebook) for 
the BrainSTEM unconference, 
to talk about how to inspire 
a love of science in young 
people. Muller was there, as 
was MinutePhysics creator and 
Perimeter alum Henry Reich.

“These creators had never, 
ever, been in a room together 
at one time,” says Dick. “They 
had, at the time, about 1.5 
million subscribers combined 
and, within a year of the 
unconference, they had five 
million subscribers. They went 
from a hundred million views 
to five hundred million views, 
by sharing their communities 
of enthusiastic science lovers. 
Part of our mission at Perimeter 
is to help more people learn 
about theoretical physics, and 
we have incredibly high-quality 
science education material 
we’ve made with researchers 
at PI. Partnerships with creators 
like Derek and Henry will only 
help us reach more people.”

Hopefully, those people will be 
not just excited, but challenged 
and perhaps slightly confused.

“We should, I hope, be able 
to uncover the blind spots 
and things about the world we 
don’t understand with good 
humour. We don’t need to 
think that our entire selves are 
at stake when we uncover our 
own ignorance. If you learn 
that something is not the way 

that you thought, that’s only good – you learn and move on,” 
Muller says.

“The more I make these videos, the more I feel like I’m living that 
Feynman quote: ‘The first rule is that you must not fool yourself, 
and you are the easiest person to fool.’”

− Phil Froklage and Erin Bow
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Dear Eden, 

There are two connected reasons why rubber is stretchy. One has to do with what rubber 
looks like deep down inside. The other is a deep secret of the universe.

Rubber is a special material because it’s made out of really long molecules. You can 
think of these molecules like strings of beads. usually, all the bead strings lie jumbled up 
together, like necklaces in a box. But if you pull on them, they can stretch out and get longer, the way necklaces that fit in a little box 
can end up stretching all the way across a table.

If you pull on a rubber band, the  
molecules inside it go from looking like this:
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To looking like this:

But then if you let go of the rubber band, it snaps back. Why? Why doesn’t it just stay all stretched out and nicely arranged?

Here’s the deep secret of the universe part: nature likes things messy. See how the stretched beads are all tidy and lined up, and 
the unstretched beads are all scrambled and on top of each other? A scientist might call them “ordered” and “disordered.” Nature 
likes them disordered. Left to its own devices, nature will always make a mess. And when a rubber band snaps back, it’s making a 
molecular mess.

This tendency of nature to jumble things up is called “entropy.” Entropy is why tidy things jumble up, sliding things slow down, and 
hot things cool off. And it’s why rubber bands snap back.

− Erin Bow

Videos of Perimeter scientists answering this and other kids’ 
questions are available at tvokids.com/shows/iwonderwhy.
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f r o m  t h e  b l a c k  h o l e  b i s t r o

The Tangy Science of Lemon Tar t s
Pastry chef Tracy Smi th ,  respons ible for the l ine-up of delectable t reats  in  Per imeter ’ s  Black 
Hole Bis t ro ,  shares her recipe for her famous lemon tar t s  – and In s ide the Per imeter put s 
some science behind i t .

If the denatured egg proteins coagulate too much, too fast , you wil l have 

lemony scrambled eggs instead of lemon curd.

Denaturing the proteins is pretty easy – heat, mechanical action, and 

acid wil l al l do i t . Here, i t ’s jumpstar ted wi th the lemon juice. But once 

proteins are denatured, they wil l want to coagulate. By adding the sugar 

first , you slow the coagulation down.

A single tablespoon of sugar is enough to surround each protein molecule 

in a large egg wi th a screen of several thousand small sucrose  

molecules. That keeps them from sticking together too quickly  

– curdling rather than thickening.

Making lemon curd and making meringue both depend, science-wise, on manipulating egg proteins . Straight out of the shell , eggs contain proteins that are l ike coiled, kni tted bundles. A s a scientific cook, you want to do two things to these proteins . First , you want to uncoil and unkni t them into long strings, which is cal led denaturalization. Second, you want the long strings to stick back together into networks, which is cal led coagulation. Loose proteins stick together qui te readily , so most of your work is in slowing the coagulation down. Think of the ideal lemon curd as a loose  net of long protein strands, gently holding the water  and the flavour.

Again, we’re denaturing protein here – this time by the 
physical action of beating. A bi t of cream of tar tar – a mild 
acid, l ike lemon juice – may help the process along.

Beating the whi tes also adds air. A s the protein coagulates, 
thin fi lms of protein trap this air as bubbles. Beating more 
and faster makes these bubbles smaller and, as any kid blowing 
bubbles wil l tel l you, smaller bubbles last longer.  
The meringue becomes more stable.

The motion of the heat both unravels any proteins that the lemon juice didn’t 
denature, and causes the long denatured strands to bump into each other, 
encouraging coagulation.

Wi th the double boiler here, you’re trying to hi t the perfect temperature 
window. Wi th nothing added to them, egg whi tes begin to set around 145 or 
150 degrees, and are ful ly firm at about 160 degrees. By 180 degrees, the 
coagulated protein strands star t to tighten, wringing out al l the water and 
making things tough. It ’s a pretty narrow window.

Adding the sugar and the butter makes the process less finicky. The  
fats and sugars coat each protein strand. These keep them fur ther  
apar t for longer – which opens the temperature window wider.

Tracy’s Lemon Tar ts
Before beginning, you will need to pre-bake your favourite 
pastry crust into tart-sized shells – or buy some mini pastry 
shells.

For the lemon curd:
4 whole eggs 
3 egg yolks (save the whites for the meringue) 
1 cup of sugar 
1 cup of lemon juice 
Zest of two lemons 
2/3 cup of butter at room temperature

In a large glass or ceramic bowl, beat the eggs, egg yolks, and 
sugar together before adding lemon juice and zest. Next, set 
the bowl in a pan of simmering water on the stovetop and keep 
stirring as the curd thickens, adding the butter a little bit at a time.

To see if the curd is done, look at the way it coats the back of 
a spoon. It should be thick enough that if you run your finger 
through it, it leaves a path that stays clear.

Strain the curd to get any curdled bits out, and chill.

For the meringue:
In the Bistro, Tracy makes an Italian meringue – a meringue where 
the sugar is dissolved in water and heated to 470 degrees. It gives 
a nice texture and eliminates the health risks of raw egg. But at 
home, a French meringue is simpler. Here’s a recipe for that.

4 egg whites (about 125 grams of egg white) at room 
temperature 
½ cup sugar 
½ teaspoon cream of tartar (optional)

Start with another clean glass or ceramic bowl. Add the egg whites 
and beat until foamy. Once the egg whites are foamy, add the 
sugar a little bit at a time. Keep beating while you do this – and 
keep beating until stiff peaks form.

Assemble
Fill your pastry shells with lemon curd and top them with meringue. 
Cook in the centre of a 350 degree oven until the meringue is 
tipped with golden-brown – about 10 to 15 minutes.
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